November 5, 2010

Election Wins for Health Freedom

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase president of Citizens’ Council on Health Care.

The individual mandate, the keystone of Obamacare, lost big on election day. The people of Arizona and Oklahoma voted to add health freedom to their state constitutions.

The “Freedom of Choice in Health Care Act” in Oklahoma passed with the approval of 65 percent of voters. Arizona’s Proposition 106 won with 55 percent.

Virginia, Idaho, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana and Missouri have already enacted laws that prohibit government from forcing their residents to buy health insurance.

Tom Emmer, candidate for governor of Minnesota, has introduced several health freedom bills over the years. As we wait for the recount to determine if he’s our next governor, is a health freedom law or constitutional amendment possible in Minnesota?

Listen again at healthfreedomminute.net.